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Acta Univ. Oul. C 347, 2009
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Abstract
Spectrum sharing has become a high priority research area over the past few years. The motivation
behind this lies in the fact that the limited spectrum is currently inefficiently utilized. As
recognized by the World radio communication conference (WRC)-07, the amount of identified
spectrum is not large enough to support large bandwidths for a substantial number of operators.
Therefore, it is paramount for future mobile cellular systems to share the frequency spectrum and
coexist in a more efficient manner. 

The present dissertation deals with the problem of spectrum scarcity by examining spectrum
sharing paradigms where a migration from fixed to flexible resource allocation is investigated.
First, a radio resource management (RRM) architecture is proposed where advanced spectrum
functionalities accounting for the short-term variations of the spectrum are examined. The
achievable gains are shown in a multi-cell, multi-network environment with realistic traffic
patterns from a European operator, enhancing thereby spectrum utilization. Second, inter-operator
resource sharing in a broadband network is considered where a packet-based cellular network is
developed. It is shown that the obtained gains in terms of quality-of-service (QoS), number of
operators and different data rates requirements improve the overall efficiency of the network.
Besides and in order to cope with the stringent data rate requirements, direct terminal-to-terminal
(T2T) communication is examined in which a realistic algorithm is proposed advocating resource
reuse in a cellular system with simultaneous communications between mobiles. Numerical results
confirm the advantages of resource reuse in terms of throughput, average frame delays and power
consumption. 

In this thesis, a proposal is made as how to enhance spectrum sharing. The concept of hierarchy
is proposed in which wireless competitive operators share the same spectrum band. The
decentralized hierarchical approach is shown to bridge the gap between the selfish and centralized
approach. 

Interference avoidance is studied for point-to-point communication in a selforganized network
where different optimal power allocation strategies are examined along with the impact of
frequency reuse on the ergodic capacity of the network. 

Keywords: cognitive radio, dynamic spectrum access, game theory, interference
avoidance, opportunistic communication, radio resource management
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Abbreviations

x numberof cells considered for negotiations

n number of total cells

P probability of interference of a simultaneously allocated chunk

k ratio between allocated and total number of chunks

Pthreshold threshold probability of interference level

dloc expected distance between users within the same cluster

dmin minimum distance between clusters

r normalized cell radius

β minimum required signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

α path-loss exponent

C(i, j) ergodic capacity for the transmitter receiver pair(i, j)

N0 noise variance

hi j channel from transmitter i to receiver j

r i j radius of pair (i,j)

E(:) ergodic expectation

fpr jk(:) probability distribution function of the distance between mobile i and its

kth closest mobile.

f a
1 (r) probability distribution function of the distance between mobile i and its

kth closest mobile in the close talker case.

Ca
0 ergodic capacity for the close talker case with a range of a.

Ri Shannon rate of operator i

pn
i power allocation of player i on carrier n

P̄i maximum transmit power for player i

ΓNCG non-cooperative game

ΓSG Stackelberg game

ΓRG repeated game

K space of players

t0 cut-off value

fru frequency reuse

λ stopping probability of the repeated gameGRG
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AWGN additivewhite Gaussian noise

BB busy burst

BCH broadcast channel

CDMA code division multiple access

CEPT European conference on postal and telecommunications

CR cognitive radio

CIR carrier to interference ratio

CSI channel state information

DCA dynamic channel allocation

DFS dynamic frequency selection

DSA dynamic spectrum access - allocation

DSTC distributed space-time coding

FCC federal communications commission

FDD frequency division duplex

FDMA frequency division multiple access

FMC fixed microwave communication

FSU flexible spectrum use

FSS fixed satellite services

GW gateway

GSM global system for mobile communications

GT game theory

HSA hierarchical spectrum access

HWC horizontal sharing with coordination

HWOC horizontal sharing without coordination

IEEE institute of electrical and electronics engineers

ITU international telecommunication union

IFC interference channel

ISM industrial, scientific and medical

LA local area

LTE long term evolution

KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

MA metropolitan area

MAC multiple access channel

MIMO multiple input multiple output

MS mobile station
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OSA openspectrum access

NBS Nash bargaining solution

NE Nash equilibrium

OFDMA orthogonal frequency division multiple access

QOS quality of service

RAN radio access network

RAT radio access technology

RR round robin

RS relay station

SAO spectrum access opportunities

SDR software defined radio

SDMA spatial division multiple access

SE Stackelberg equilibrium

SNR signal-to-noise-ratio

SINR signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

SSC spectrum sharing and coexistence

TDD time division duplex

TDMA time division multiple access

UMTS universal mobile telecommunications system

VS vertical sharing

VCG Vickrey Clark Groves

WA wide area

WF waterfilling

WiMAX worldwide interoperability for microwave access

WINNER wireless world initiative new radio

WLAN wireless local area network
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1 Introduction

1.1 The spectrum debate

Spectrum is a commodity owned by national regulatory bodies established by the gov-

ernments of different countries. The national regulatory bodies cooperate with each

other through the international organizations which make sure that national spectrum

regulations provide the means for interoperability and that harmful interference between

different countries is avoided. Currently, the radio regulations unit under the interna-

tional telecommunications union (ITU) is in charge of the spectrum management deci-

sions on an international level. Its European counterpart, the European conference on

postal and telecommunications (CEPT) helps carry out studies and other preparatory

activities to harmonize the use of the radio spectrum while the Finnish communications

regulatory authority (FICORA) plans and administers its use in Finland.

In the last world radio communication conference (WRC’07), less than 600 MHz

of bandwidth has been allocated to mobile communication systems. Further bandwidth

allocation exclusively to mobile communication systems is not likely because spectrum

below 5 GHz is already congested. This is in conflict with the estimated bandwidth

requirement between 1200 MHz and 1700 MHz in 2020 (38). Figure 1 (4) gives an

illustration of the candidate bands of the current spectrum situation ranging from 400

MHz to 5:7 GHz. Some of the bands are identified globally such as 450−470 MHz and

2:3−2:4 GHz while others are identified by regions or continents. The final allocation

of these candidate bands will be addressed during the upcoming world radio conference.
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Fig 1. Illustration of the candidate band in the current spectrum situation ranging

from 400MHz to 5:7 GHz based on the international telecommunication union.

Up to now, spectrum resource allocation has been based on the classicproperty rights

mode orcommand and controlin which operators are granted licenses. This in turn

allows them to exclusively use a certain frequency band in a given area. The govern-

ment, being the entity responsible for allocating the spectrum and specifying the terms

of usage for every spectrum chunk, specifies the types of services that could be pro-

vided over any spectrum chunk. This approach has been shaped by the needs of the

telecommunications industry wherein the provided solutions have been made based on

the communication technologies employed at the time of decision making. The main

motivation at that time was to avoid unwanted interference between transmitters, which

requires having transmitters operating on non-overlapping spectrum bands. These spec-

trum allocations are static in nature in the sense that they are valid for long time inter-

vals and over large geographical areas. More recently, between 200 MHz and 1 GHz of

spectrum is likely to be freed up in the switch-over from analogue to digital terrestrial

television (136). This spectrum band offers an excellent balance between transmission

capacity and distance coverage. Moreover, it is particularly suitable for the delivery
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of high-bandwidth services and indoor coverage thanks to its goodsignal propagation

characteristics. As a result, considerable portions of spectrum will be available.

While the command and control approach has led to the immense success of cellular

systems, recent results have shown, however, that this model often leads to inefficient

spectrum usage in terms of spectral efficiency. A study conducted in the city of New

York (1) has shown that only 13% of the spectrum opportunities was utilized on aver-

age. This is due to two main reasons: firstly, the spectrum remains non-utilized during

the time that the licensed (primary) systems are idle. Secondly, the spectrum can be

congested in one area while being non-utilized in another due to a low spatial density

of radio devices. Likewise, a spectrum occupancy measurement campaign carried out

in the city of Chicago (2) corroborates the fact that there is a significant non-utilized

spectrum band (i.e., white spectral band). As a result, over the course of the last decade

and motivated by the ever increasing demands for higher data rates and recent prolif-

eration of networks operating on unlicensed bands such as IEEE 802:11 (i.e., WLAN)

a migration from static to flexible and dynamic spectrum allocation has emerged as

a new paradigm for more efficient resource allocations. Consequently, several bodies

stemming from politicians, regulators, academicians and industrial partners have been

looking at the issue of dynamic spectrum access where two proposals have been made:

spectrum property rightsandspectrum commons.

The spectrum property rights approach is motivated by the work in (8), in which it

is suggested that spectrum holders would have an exclusive usage right, operating in an

interference-free environment. Moreover, unused spectrum chunks can be traded in a

secondary market in a way that makes spectrum more flexible and efficiently utilized.

On the other hand, in the spectrum commons approach, encouraged by the proliferation

of unlicensed spectrum band such as the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) bands

(at 900 MHz, 2:4 GHz, and 5:8 GHz), and the advent of cognitive radios (10), (97) and

software defined radio (SDR), it is argued that the overall efficiency of the network can

be enhanced because of their potential for reusing the assigned spectrum where cogni-

tive (secondary) radio systems try to locally utilize white spaces in the spectrum in the

absence of the primary system. In this approach, the cognitive terminals will efficiently

share the spectrum through spectrum etiquettes and self-organization mechanisms.

There is a lively debate between spectrum property and spectrum commons advo-

cates where the former is criticized for deliberately asking for huge amounts of money

for spectrum lease whereas the latter is criticized for its vulnerability to the tragedy of

the commons (151) leading to an eventual depletion of the resources and no quality
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of service (QoS) guarantees. It is also argued in (9) that whileallowing innovators to

use spectrum in unexpected ways, spectrum policies should be enabled to support the

growth of the more stringent applications. Finally, in (12) the authors adopt a different

stance towards the spectrum debate by arguing that both models are not polar opposites

and there may be governance regimes supporting both the exclusivity of property rights

and the dynamic nature of shared managed access to a spectrum commons.

Figure 2 illustrates a classification/taxonomy for the problem of spectrum man-

agement. Dynamic spectrum access is divided into spectrum sharing and coexistence

(SSC), and spectrum assignment (SA). The former deals with the case when different

IMT-Advanced systems share and coexist in the same frequency band. SSC is further

divided into horizontal sharing with (HWC) and without coordination (HWOC) accord-

ing to the priority of accessing the spectrum. SA on the other hand deals with assigning

spectrum within the same IMT-Advanced system and is divided into long-term (LT) and

short-term (ST) spectrum assignment. Moreover, open spectrum access (resp. hierarchi-

cal spectrum access) are equivalent to horizontal sharing (resp. vertical sharing). It is to

be noted that the proposed taxonomy serves as a baseline for addressing the spectrum

sharing problem.
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Fig 2. Classification/taxonomy of dynamic spectrum access.

1.2 Motivation for this thesis

The scarcity of spectrum resources and proliferation of networks operating on both

licensed and unlicensed bands have sparked a lot of research in which there is a great

deal of work in the literature. Presently, spectrum sharing and flexible spectrum use

are planned to be used in current and upcoming emerging telecommunication standards

such as worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) (3), (7) and long

term evolution (LTE) (5), (6). Clearly, efficient radio resource allocation remains an

open problem in which interference is detrimental and this precisely constitutes the

main motivation laying out the scope of this thesis.

For this purpose, we examine in this thesis different aspects of spectrum sharing.

Firstly, an architecture capturing different aspects of spectrum sharing is defined ac-

counting for the "dynamicity" of the spectrum where short-term spectrum assignment

is proposed. Moreover, system level simulations are provided in a cellular setting where

operators share different resources (spectrum, base stations, time-slots, etc). Different
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sharing gains are obtained for different service classes corresponding to different data

rates requirements. Secondly, in a cellular context, the problem of direct terminal to

terminal (T2T) communication is investigated where locally distributed terminals com-

municate without the need for base station, in which resources (time-slots) are reused

and the spatial distribution of users in clusters is accounted for.

We then study the problem of spectrum sharing from a game theoretic perspective

in which the competitive interaction of operators is studied. First, the inter-operator

spectrum sharing is modeled as a non-cooperative game where operators act selfishly

while accessing the spectrum. A hierarchical game is next proposed providing incen-

tives for operators to improve their respective payoffs. In addition, when the game is no

longer static, repeated games are proposed to further improve the payoffs of different

operators, thereby sustaining cooperation.

Finally, in a self-organized setting, point-to-point communication is examined where

different power allocation strategies are given.

1.3 Author’s contribution

The thesis is in part based on eight original publications, including four journal papers

[I, II, V, VI] and four conference papers [III, IV, VII, VIII].

In [I], the work was developed within the scope of the European project FP7 WIN-

NER in which the author has had the main responsibility of developing the original

idea related to the radio resource management architecture, namely the flexible spec-

trum use. Moreover, the author had developed the new concept of short-term spectrum

assignment as a new mean for more efficient spectrum usage. The author has in addition

written all the paper. The rest of the authors provided constructive criticism as well as

editorial comments.

In [II], the work was developed within the scope of the European project FP7 WIN-

NER in which the author has had the main responsibility of developing the idea of

short-term (ST) spectrum assignment mechanisms as a novel radio resource manage-

ment entity in addition to writing the software to perform the system-level simulations.

The author has also made a proposal for a new protocol for base station to base station

communication to enable short-term spectrum assignment. The second, third and fourth

authors contributed with the concept of multi-band scheduler as well as providing valu-

able comments.

In [III], the author has had the main responsibility of writing all the paper. The
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part dedicated to terminal-to-terminal communication was donein cooperation with the

second author. Finally, the third author introduced the concept of terminal-to-terminal

communications and provided guidance and supervision.

In [IV, V], the author has had the main responsibility of developing the original idea,

analysis as well as writing all the paper. Finally, the second author introduced the first

author to the problem of spectrum sharing and provided guidance and supervision.

In [VI, VII], the author has had the main responsibility of developing the original

idea, analysis as well as writing all of the paper. The second and third authors provided

valuable guidance and supervision.

In [VIII], the author has had the main responsibility of developing the original idea,

analysis as well as writing all the paper. The second and third authors provided guidance

and supervision.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of spectrum sharing

literature along with game theoretic spectrum studies. Chapter 3 concentrates on the

author’s own research and therefore, a summary of the original papers is presented

which collectively map into the proposed taxonomy. Finally, conclusions of the main

results of the thesis are given in Chapter 4, where also some possible directions for

further research are presented.
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2 Literature review

This chapter provides relevant background information and parallel work within the

scope of the thesis.

From a radio resource management point of view, several channel allocation schemes

have been proposed in the literature. In fixed channel allocation (FCA), channels are

permanently allocated to each cell according to a given reuse pattern. FCA is very

simple where interference between channels is easy to control. In cellular systems, the

performance suffers from poor flexibility because FCA does not adapt to changing traf-

fic conditions. A situation could occur where resources are running short in one cell,

while adjacent cells have a lot of extra capacity. Due to the variable nature of traffic in

cellular systems, more flexible strategies than FCA have been developed. In dynamic

channel allocation (DCA), there is no fixed relationship between cells and channels.

Basically, all channels are placed in a common pool, and when a new call arrives the

channel is assigned from the pool if the carrier to interference ratio (CIR) constraint is

satisfied. To overcome the weak efficiency of DCA schemes under high load conditions

as well as the low flexibility of FCA, hybrid channel allocation (HCA) is proposed in

(78) as a mixture of FCA and DCA. In HCA, the total number of available channels is

divided into fixed and dynamic sets where the fixed set contains a number of nominal

channels assigned to cells as in the FCA, and another set of channels is shared between

all the users in the system to achieve flexibility.

Over the course of the last two decades, many approaches have been proposed to

address the issue of dynamic spectrum allocation. In the mid-to-late 1990s, some of

the initial foundational work on spectrum sharing was done in (26), (27), (28). It was

shown that from a queueing theory perspective, independent networks could achieve

an overall better capacity through cooperation. Examining the FCC-proposedlisten-

before-talkapproach, they showed such greedy algorithms could lead to very poor

spectrum utilization, and hence developed a system that imposed artificial penalties

on greedy algorithms to keep them constrained. In his PhD dissertation in 2000, Mitola

proposed the concept of cognitive radio (CR) (98) which is essentially a SDR (145)

with artificial intelligence, capable of sensing and reacting to its environment. Later on,

some work was conducted as a part of the Dynamic Radio for IP-Services in Vehicu-

lar Environments (DRiVE) and Spectrum Efficient Unicast and Multicast Services over
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Dynamic multi-Radio Networks in Vehicular Environments (OverDRiVE) projects aim-

ing at providing video content delivery to vehicles (70), (71), (72). The OverDRiVE

architecture involves partitioning the spectrum in space, frequency and time where each

radio access network (RAN) would be allocated certain blocks by a central authority in

response to their predicted capacity needs. The CORVUS project used similar ideas

(85) where they created a channelized spectrum pool from unused licensed spectrum

proposing algorithms to allocate it efficiently. A dynamic intelligent management of

spectrum for ubiquitous mobile access network (DIMSUMNet) architecture was pro-

posed in (19) providing opportunistic access to large parts of under-utilized spectrum.

A simpler pragmatic approach offering coordinated, spatially aggregated spectrum ac-

cess via a regional spectrum broker is argued to be more attractive in the immediate

future. These architectures are centralized requiring thereforesomeoneto decide who

should use which spectral resources at what time, while guaranteeing minimal inter-

ference to licensed devices. While achieving good results, current politics involved in

frequency licensing would make adopting these approaches unlikely because the need

for a central authority hampers feasible deployment. As a result, more recent research

has mainly focused on distributed techniques for dynamic spectrum allocation, where

no central spectrum authority is required.

A survey on distributed spectrum management functionalities is given in (97) with

spectrum sensing, sharing, decision and mobility as key components. A common con-

trol channel is introduced to enable a distributed coordination between cognitive radio

users. Due to the challenging design, complexity and imprecision of intelligent devices,

fuzzy logic is proposed in (88), in the context of cognitive radios. In (90), the authors

study the problem of multi-hop networking problem for cognitive radios aiming for ef-

ficient spectrum allocation, scheduling, interference avoidance and multi-path routing.

A lower bound is given to estimate the objective function of the formulated problem

which proves to be near-optimal. In (74) and (137) spectrum pooling is proposed as an

innovative strategy to enhance spectrum efficiency, by overlaying a new mobile radio

system on an existing one without requiring any changes to the actual licensed system.

In (132), a distributed coordination approach for spectrum sharing is developed show-

ing results outperforming the traditional dedicated channel approach by 25%−35% in

throughput and 50% reduction in delay. In (44)-(45), dynamic spectrum sharing for

future mobile communication systems is studied where a busy-burst (BB) signaling is

proposed to tackle interference coming from adjacent cells, in a distributed fashion.

From a system-level perspective, several works have been carried out on resource
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sharing between operators, commonly referred to aschannelborrowing (78). When

channels are borrowed between cells, networks have more flexibility improving thereby

performances compared to traditional channel assignment schemes as well as prevent-

ing congestions in some cells. In (86), simulations related to channel borrowing schemes

are examined depicting the achievable gains in terms of blocking probability. In (50),

the performance of spectrum sharing is investigated for the universal mobile telecom-

munications system (UMTS) frequency division duplex (FDD) downlink. The obtained

capacity gain is due to the increased trunking efficiency when both sub-networks share

radio resources. It is seen that the lower the number of nominal channel is, the higher

the trunking gain obtained. This study is further extended in (51) showing that spec-

trum sharing offers capacity gains under restricted and cooperative conditions, thanks

to the trunking gain where resources are pooled. Moreover, the cooperation in terms of

inter-operator signaling to maintain grouped base stations orthogonality is shown to be

necessary to ensure the full benefit obtained from resource pooling.

There exist two scenarios of practical interest for the study of dynamic spectrum

access (DSA) (13): hierarchical spectrum access (HSA) and open spectrum access

(OSA). In HSA, cognitive radios coexist with legacy systems if and only if the addi-

tional interference overcome by the pre-existing systems is below a specific threshold.

These thresholds can be predefined by network operators, manufacturers or regulators

to ensure certain quality of service (QoS) for primary systems. Moreover, cognitive

radios only transmit using radio resources left unused by the primary systems, hence

CRs are often calledopportunisticor secondary radio devices. Such unused radio re-

sources are called spectrum access opportunities (SAO) or available channels. Typically,

an available channel consists of non-occupied time-slots in time division multiple ac-

cess (TDMA), frequency bands in frequency division multiple access (FDMA), spatial

directions in spatial division multiple access (SDMA), tones in orthogonal frequency di-

vision multiple access (OFDMA), or spreading codes in code division multiple access

(CDMA).

It is worth noting that interference management is done differently in CDMA-based

system (i.e., IS-95 (11)) in which the simultaneous transmissions, intra-cell and inter-

cell, cause interference due to universal frequency reuse. Nevertheless, in OFDMA-

based systems, since a user’s information is spread by hopping in the time-frequency

grid, the transmissions within a cell can be kept orthogonal but adjacent cells share the

same bandwidth and inter-cell interference still exists. Hence, interference management

is more challenging in this case and as a result remains an open issue. Finally, OFDMA
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system has the advantage of the full frequency reuse of CDMA whileretaining the

benefits of narrow band system with no intra-cell interference.

In HSA, once the SAOs have been identified each cognitive radio decides whether

or not to transmit based on their own performance criterion. Furthermore, the HSA

model considers two different spectrum sharing scenarios, the underlay and the over-

lay approaches (13), (18). With underlay, opportunistic devices have to meet a certain

power constraint in order to keep the interference level they generate on the primary

systems always below their noise floor. This is the case of ultra wide-band (UWB) or

interference alignment systems for example in (18), (69), (75). Here, opportunistic and

primary transmitters can simultaneously transmit without generating harmful interfer-

ence to the primary receivers. On the other hand, the overlay approach, which targets

the spectral white spaces, does not impose any limit on the transmit power. It only re-

quires opportunistic radio devices to identify radio resources left unused by the primary

network and exploit them subject to the constraint that those resources can be required

by the primary system at any time. In this approach, the opportunistic and primary

players do not transmit simultaneously.

Within the framework of hierarchical spectrum access, a primary-prioritized Markov

model is proposed in (113) modeling the interactions between primary and secondary

users as continuous-time Markov chains, where a good trade-off can be achieved be-

tween spectrum efficiency and fairness. Optimal access probabilities are given for the

secondary users, by which the spectrum access of secondary users is optimally coordi-

nated, and spectrum dynamics are captured. In (116), the rate adaptation problem for

secondary users is formulated as a zero-sum dynamic Markovian game with a delay

constraint. The Nash equilibrium of the resulting game is computed as a randomized

mixture of pure threshold policies, estimated by a stochastic approximation algorithm

that adaptively estimates and tracks Nash equilibrium policies for non-stationary prob-

lems with time-varying channels. It has also been shown in (110), (111) that, inter-

estingly enough, when unlicensed devices coexist with licensed devices in the same

frequency and time simultaneously, the capacity achieved by unlicensed devices with

reduced power is very low, while causing harmful interference to the licensed users.

In open spectrum access, the notion of primary and secondary systems does not

exist. In this scenario, each terminal has the same rights to access the spectrum at any

time. OSA typically includes the case of unlicensed bands. Radio devices operating

in these bands include cordless telephones, wireless sensors, and devices operating un-

der the standards of Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11), Zig-Bee (IEEE 802.15.4), and Bluetooth
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(IEEE 802.15.1). Here, each technology implements differentcoding and modulation

schemes, so there exists neither a common multiple access technique nor a signaling

system to harmonize the use of these bands. Different governmental agencies, such as

the European radio communications office (ERO) in Europe and the federal communi-

cations commission (FCC) in the USA, have defined a set of rules either in terms of

power spectral density masks or in terms of time duty cycles, depending on the appli-

cation [6]. The power spectral density mask defines the limits on the peak-to-average

power ratio (PAPR) as a function of the frequency offset around the central frequency.

The time duty cycle defines the longest cumulative period a specific device is allowed

to transmit within a time unit.

2.1 Spectrum sharing: architecture and concepts

As previously mentioned, cognitive radio systems and opportunistic communications

have drawn a lot of attention in the research community because of their potential for

reusing the assigned spectrum where cognitive (secondary) radio systems locally utilize

white spacesin the spectrum in the absence of the primary system. Moreover, owing to

the high envisaged data rate requirements, current cellular network topologies may fail

to deliver universal coverage at affordable cost for network infrastructure and mainte-

nance. The bandwidth requirements and the need to resort to frequencies above 3 GHz,

will lead to significantly reduced cell size. As a consequence, new network topologies

such as ad hoc and multihop networks have been investigated (48), (90), (148). Addi-

tionally, major efforts have been spent on the development of next generation wireless

communication systems such as LTE (6) and WiMAX (3), (7). These evolved systems

are considering terminal-to-terminal communication (T2T) (46), (47), (144) as underlay

and/or overlay to the existing cellular network to further increase the spectral efficiency

of the system.

Terminal to terminal communication shares the same resources with the cellular

communication while staying under the control of the cellular network, which increases

the spectrum utilization. It is paramount that the T2T communication must not gener-

ate harmful interference to the primary service, i.e., the cellular network. One simple

method of sharing a licensed band is through spreading the signal energy radiated by

each secondary transmitter over the whole band using spread sharing techniques (100),

suppressing thereby the power spectrum density of the resultant interference to the pri-

mary receivers. This is much easier than detectingwhite spacesbecause the interference
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from the T2T communication can be controlled by the cellular network. Under this set-

ting, the under-utilized spectrum, as the available radio resource which can be utilized

by the secondary service, varies over time. Given an acceptable level of accuracy in

the spectrum sensing, the temporal variations can then be exploited subject to the pri-

mary system interference threshold. Therefore, the maximum achievable capacity is

directly affected by the temporal variations in the available radio resources. It is shown

in (29) and (30) that obtaining the maximum achievable capacity for an additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel in different transmission scenarios with interference

threshold is an instance of the water-filling problem (22). Under various fading condi-

tions, the achievable capacity is studied in (32) where it is shown that employing OSA

results in a significant increase in the achievable capacity in comparison with the OSA

in an equivalent AWGN channel. T2T communication has also been investigated un-

der the termhybrid wireless network protocols in (33) where both advantages of BS

oriented and ad hoc wireless networks are combined.

On the other hand, some few theoretical results exist on the network capacity trade-

off between networks sharing spectrum despite this being a basic question. In (125), the

transmission capacities of a two-tier network are analyzed, which consists of a cellular

network and a network of femtocell hot-spots. In (129), the transport capacities of two

coexisting multi-hop ad hoc networks are shown to follow the optimum scaling laws for

an asymptotically large number of network nodes. In (152), the transmission-capacity

trade-off between the coexisting cellular and ad hoc networks is analyzed for different

spectrum sharing methods, and bounds on outage probabilities for both networks are

derived for spectrum overlay and underlay, with and without successive interference

cancellation (SIC). These results provide a theoretical basis for adapting the node den-

sity of the ad hoc network to the dynamic of the traffic in the cellular uplink under the

outage constraint for both networks. The trade-off relationship suggests that transmis-

sion capacities of coexisting networks can be increased by adjusting various parameters

such as decreasing the distances between intended ad hoc transmitters and receivers,

increasing the base station density and link diversity gains, or by employing SIC. In

(89), the design of a multiuser decentralized network is addressed, where for a given

total system bandwidth and fixed data rate constraint for each transmission, the authors

investigate how many frequency slotsN the band should be partitioned into in order to

maximize the number of simultaneous links in the network. It turns out that the band-

width partitioning results in a trade-off where a largeN allows for more parallel, non-

interfering communications to take place in the same area at the expense of increasing
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SINR requirements. Additionally, the impact of dynamic spectrum sharing techniques

on legacy radio systems is investigated in (121), where a framework is developed to

evaluate the interference profile at a legacy receiver under different system scenarios in-

cluding the hidden-node and imperfect-sensing problems. Therein, two OSA scenarios

are considered where the access time for the secondary system is considered in the first

case, and the interference level in the receiver of the primary user is the main constraint

for the secondary transmitter, in the second case. In the former scenario, the channel

availability is based on an ON/OFF Markov model alternating between a busy and idle

state (34) and (35). As expected, the maximum achievable capacity is significantly in-

creased through decreasing the primary network activity factor. Similar conclusions

hold for the latter scenario. Moreover, in (46), the performance of device to device

(D2D) underlay communication is studied in a single cell environment where results

show that the SINR statistics of D2D users is comparable to that of the cellular user in

most of the cell area. In addition, it is observed that the uplink resource sharing is more

beneficial for the system when the D2D pair is farther away from the base station.

2.2 Game theory for spectrum sharing

The imbalance between the increasing demands of wireless spectra and limited radio

resources poses an imminent challenge in efficient spectrum sharing. In this context,

an efficient dynamic spectrum sharing faces several difficulties: a) users’ mobility and

network topology is of a dynamic nature, b) various network infrastructures are likely

to be interacting in the future, c) users may have different behaviors upon accessing the

spectrum (cooperative, selfish, and even malicious) and finally d) the optimization of

spectrum usage in a centralized approach is in general a multi-objective optimization

problem, which is very difficult to analyze and solve. Therefore, game theory (GT) (14)

is seen as a natural paradigm to study a network where terminals compete with each

other for a common resource, namely the spectrum. Game theory is a mathematical tool

that analyzes the strategic interactions among rational decision makers. The simplest

representation of a game is thenormal formdefined as follow:

Definition 1 (Normal Form Game(14)) A game in normal form is denoted by{K,S,{uk}∀k∈K}
and is composed of three elements:

– a set of players:K= {1, :::,K},

– a set of strategy profiles:S = S1 × :::× SK , whereSk is the strategy set of the kth
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player,

– aset of utility functions: The kth player’s utility function is uk : S→R+ and is denoted

by uk(sk,s−k) where sk ∈ Sk and s−k = (s1, :::,sk−1,sk+1, :::,sK) ∈ S1× :::×Sk−1×
Sk+1× :::×SK .

The set of players is a finite setK⊂ N of which each element represents a player. The

strategy setSk contains the set of actions playerk might take in the game. The utility

functionuk(sk,s−k) allows a player to evaluate the convenience of its strategysk with

respect to the other players’ strategiess−k.

The importance of studying dynamic spectrum sharing from a game theoretical per-

spective is multi-fold. First, by modeling dynamic spectrum sharing among network

users (primary and secondary users) as games, the network users’ behaviors and actions

can be analyzed in a formalized game structure, by which the theoretical achievements

in game theory can be fully utilized. Second, game theory equips us with various opti-

mality criteria for the spectrum sharing problem. These criteria such as price of anarchy

and price of stability (14) are of high concern in the case of multiplicity of equilibria.

Third, the application of game theory to dynamic spectrum access enables us to derive

efficient distributed approaches for dynamic spectrum access using local information.

This aspect is useful when centralized control is no longer available and flexible self-

organized approaches are deemed necessary. An overview of game theoretic dynamic

spectrum sharing is found in (80).

It is worth noting that various types of games exist depending on the considered

scenario along with its underlying assumptions. In a non-cooperative game, each player

is selfish and unconcerned about all the other players’ performance. In contrast, in a

cooperative approach, each player maximizes a common benefit for the set of players

assuming that all the other players have adopted the same cooperative behavior.

2.2.1 Non-cooperative games

In non-cooperative games, the network is totally decentralized and players selfishly

optimize their individual performance criteria, leading to an equilibrium of the network,

called Nash equilibrium (NE). A Nash equilibrium corresponds to a profile of strategies

s∗ = (s∗1, ::::s
∗
K) for which each player’s strategys∗k, ∀k ∈K is the optimal response to

all the other players’ strategiess∗−k.
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Definition 2 (Nash equilibrium (14)) In the game{K,S,(uk)∀k∈K} a strategy profile

s∗ = (s∗1, :::,s
∗
K) ∈ S is an NE if it satisfies,

∀k∈K and ∀sk ∈ Sk, uk(s
∗
k,s

∗
−k)≥ uk(sk,s

∗
−k): (1)

The existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium is an attractive feature of a decen-

tralized network since the system owner(s) can predict the performance of the users and

hence guarantee for instance a minimum QoS requirement.

One type of non-cooperative games called Potential games (107) have the desirable

convergence property when players adopt a better-response or best-response strategy.

The basic idea is to find the potential function such that the incentive of all players are

mapped into one global function, and the set of pure Nash equilibria can be found by

simply locating the local optima of the potential function. In (55), a unified framework

based on potential games is proposed with an application to power control in CDMA

in which sufficient conditions are given for the existence and uniqueness of the Nash

equilibrium. Moreover, different distributed algorithms are provided along with their

convergence properties. Cooperative potential games were considered in (56) for power

control for UWB where the proposed algorithm outperforms the traditional scheme

in terms of convergence, fairness and power consumption. In (58), Potential games

were studied for base station selection and sharing in self-configuring networks. It is

shown that depending on the number of transmitters, BS selection might perform better

than BS sharing. This results in a Braess paradox (134) where increasing the strategy

space of each player leads to a degeneration of the global network spectral efficiency.

On the other hand, spectrum sharing was studied using congestion games (154), (155)

modeling the competition for resources among multiple selfish players. Similar to the

Potential games approach when a player unilaterally switches her strategy, the change

in her own payoff is the same as the change in a global objective, known as the potential

function.

In (79), the spectrum sharing problem in an unlicensed band is studied where a

non-cooperative game is shown to yield inefficient (105) outcomes. In (52)-(54), the

authors study the problem of maximizing mutual information subject to spectrum mask

constraints and transmit power, for both simultaneous and asynchronous cases. The

existence of the Nash equilibrium is proven and sufficient conditions are given for the

uniqueness along with distributed iterative algorithms to reach the Nash equilibria. In

(146)-(149), the authors examine the conditions and behavior of several common con-

vergence dynamics from game theory and show how they influence the structure of
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networks of cognitive radios. Moreover, in (57), the benefits ofbandwidth limiting in

decentralized vector multiple access channels is examined. First, the authors study the

case when transmitters use non-intersecting sets of bands, whereas in the second case

all available frequency bands are freely exploited using successive interference cancela-

tion. A closed-form expression is given for the optimal number of accessible bands in

the former case, while bandwidth limiting does not bring any significant improvement

to the network spectral efficiency in the latter. In (60), a game theoretic approach for

distributed resource allocation is adopted, where a power-control game at the user level,

and a throughput game at the system level are studied. The proposed games are shown

to converge to near-optimal solutions. In (61), the authors propose a non-cooperative

game approach for distributed sub-channel assignment, adaptive modulation, and power

control for multi-cell OFDM networks where each user water-fills (81) its power on dif-

ferent sub-channels, regarding other users’ powers as interference. An 80% reduction

in transmission power is obtained compared with the fixed assignment algorithm.

In order to study the optimality of a non-cooperative game, theprice of anarchy(14)

is an important measure defined as the ratio between the worst possible Nash equilib-

rium and a social optimum that can be achieved only if a central authority is available.

In (23), the price of anarchy is studied for non-cooperative spectrum sharing games, in

which channel assignment for access points is studied for Wi-Fi networks. An interest-

ing finding is that the price of anarchy is unbounded unless certain constraints such as

the distribution of the users, are applied . Moreover, the price of anarchy is studied for

the problem of spectrum assignment in local bargaining scenarios in (87) in which the

proposed bargaining approach provides a complexity decrease of 50%.

Since the static game formulation leads to inefficient Nash equilibrium outcomes

due to users’ selfishness, repeated games (150) are considered allowing the possibility

of building reputations and applying punishments. This way, a larger set of achiev-

able rates is attained which supports an efficient NE. In (112), the authors investigated

whether spectrum efficiency and fairness can be obtained by modeling the spectrum

sharing as a self-learning repeated game. With the proposed framework, the ineffi-

ciency due to users’ selfish behavior can be highly improved, and the secondary users

can distributedly obtain their optimal access probabilities with only local observations.

In (114) and (115), game-theoretical design methods were studied to suppress cheat-

ing and collusion between selfish users. With the Bayesian mechanism design, selfish

users have no incentive to cheat and can achieve cooperative unlicensed spectrum shar-

ing under the threat of punishment. With collusion-resistant dynamic spectrum pricing,
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licensed spectrum resources are efficiently distributed amongmultiple primary and sec-

ondary users, and user collusion is effectively suppressed by setting up the optimal

reserve price in the auction. In (63), the authors formulate the problem of how two

independent wireless networks share the spectrum without direct coordination and in-

formation exchange as a repeated game. Analysis and simulation results indicate that

cooperation is an achievable equilibrium that often improves the overall spectrum effi-

ciency.

Compared to Nash games where all players take their moves simultaneously, Stack-

elberg games (14), (15) model the scenario when a hierarchy exists between players.

The players of a Stackelberg game include a leader and a follower/followers in which

a leader commits to a strategy first, and then a follower selfishly optimizes his own re-

ward considering the strategy selected by the leader. The game leader perfectly knows

the set of strategies and the utilities of the followers. Similarly, it is guaranteed that the

followers can observe the actions of their leader(s).

Definition 3 (Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) (14)) A strategy profile(pSE
1 , pSE

2 ) is called

a (pure) Stackelberg equilibrium if pSE
1 maximizes the single-variable utility of the

leader and pSE
2 ∈ BR2(p1), where the notation BRj(pi) stands for best response of

player j to player i6= j. By denoting(pSE
1 , pSE

2 ) the power profile at the SE, this defini-

tion translates mathematically as:

pSE
1 = argmax

p1
u1(p1, p2(p1)), (2)

with for all p1,

BR2(p1) = argmax
p2

u2(p1, p2), (3)

and pSE
2 = BR2(pSE

1 ).

The framework of Stackelberg games is readily applied to the problem of dynamic

spectrum access in which primary and secondary systems interact. Here, two differ-

ent types of players (primary and secondary systems) exist whose priority is different

upon accessing the radio resources. This concept naturally arises in multiple practical

situations: a) when primary and secondary systems share the spectrum, b) when users

have access to the medium in an asynchronous manner, c) when operators deploy their

networks at different times and d) when some nodes have more power than others such

as the base station. In a two-level Stackelberg game, the game leader moves first and
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the other players follow and play simultaneously. In the recentliterature, an applica-

tion of Stackelberg games in dynamic spectrum access was presented in (82) where

the design of a multi-antenna access point using a non-cooperative Stackelberg game

model is investigated. A primary system might offer a set of channels to the opportunis-

tic terminals in exchange of cooperation in the form of distributed space-time coding

(DSTC). It is shown that spectrum leasing based on trading secondary spectrum ac-

cess for cooperation is a promising framework for cognitive radio. Moreover, in (142),

the authors analyze the effect of hierarchy in energy-efficient power control games for

multiple access channel for both the individual user and overall network performance.

It is shown that both the leader and followers benefit from hierarchy and following is

more energy-efficient than leading. In (108), a Stackelberg formulation is applied to

power control and channel allocation in the context of cognitive radio networks where

a Stackelberg leader (licensee) charges a virtual price for using the licensed frequency

band that impacts player’s utilities. Two price update algorithms were proposed where

simulations show that the total utility of the network increases when this virtual pric-

ing is played compared with the traditional Stackelberg game. Stackelberg games are

also studied in (120) for distributed relay selection and power control for multi-user

cooperative networks. The proposed system not only helps the source smartly choose

relays at better locations but also help the competing relays ask a reasonable price to

maximize their utilities. In (101), hierarchy is proposed for satellite systems rate allo-

cation, in which both the efficiency of the network and users’ satisfaction are improved.

In (40), inter-cell interference management in OFDMA-based WiMAX/3GPP-LTE sys-

tems is investigated where the interactions between base stations are modeled using a

Stackelberg game where they can make intelligent and rational decisions to reduce in-

terference with minimum optimization cost. When the optimization cost is too high, the

best choice for base stations is to avoid optimizing and the dominating Nash equilibrium

is the outcome when BSs just randomly allocate sub-carriers. A survey of hierarchical

power allocation games is given in (20).

2.2.2 Cooperative games

Unlike the non-cooperative setting, the global performance of the network becomes the

main target in the cooperative game approach. Introducing cooperation in a game can

be done by repeating the game, forming coalitions or by introducing a certain degree

of hierarchy. Under this scenario, each player aims at maximizing a common benefit
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for the set of players, assuming that all the other players adoptthe same cooperative

behavior. A common benefit could be interpreted for instance, as the sum of individual

benefits (social welfare problem).

In the case of cooperation, users form coalitions where coordination requires sig-

naling among users, which is not always practically appealing. In (66)-(67), the DSA

problem is modeled as a coalitional game where receivers belonging to the same coali-

tion jointly decode their received signals and perform interference cancelation (92).

This configuration corresponds to a set of single input multiple output - multiple ac-

cess channels (SIMO-MAC). Similarly, transmitters can also form coalitions leading to

virtual MISO systems and if both transmitters and receivers form coalitions, the network

is equivalent to a set of virtual MIMO channels. In (102), coalitional game theory is

studied allowing the dynamic formation of coalitions among wireless nodes. A simple

and distributed merge and split algorithm for coalition formation is proposed through

which transmitters are able to self-organize and form a structured network composed of

disjoint stable coalitions. Simulation results show an improvement of the average user

payoff by 26:44% and an efficient handling of user’s mobility. In (103), a fair scheme

to allocate subcarrier, rate and power for multi-user OFDMA systems is studied us-

ing Nash bargaining solutions (NBS) and coalitions. In (68), spectrum pooling was

studied using coalitional game theory. By pooling their infrastructure and allowing the

possibility of subscribers being served by any of the cooperating operators, an overall

better user satisfaction and increased operator revenues are achieved. A generalization

to multi-hop network is proposed in (104) allowing channel qualities and customer lo-

cations to change in time. Finally, a comprehensive tutorial on coalitional game theory

can be found in (141).

In order to achieve efficient and fair dynamic spectrum sharing, NBS is important

for optimality analysis in different spectrum sharing scenarios, albeit requiring full chan-

nel state information (CSI). In (139), the issue of distributed spectrum sharing is investi-

gated using tools from cooperative game theory where NBS achieve a good compromise

between fairness and efficiency. An extension of this work is provided in (140) with an

analysis of different bargaining solutions and how they are affected by a non-convex

utility space. Moreover, the proposed approach provides a reasonable compromise be-

tween efficiency and fairness, achieving thereby allocations with minima close to the

egalitarian solution and efficiency close to theMaxSum. In (87), local bargaining is pro-

posed where users affected by the mobility pattern self-organize into bargaining groups,

and adapt their spectrum assignment to approximate a new optimal assignment. In (73),
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due to the very hard problem of lack of uniqueness of the NE pointsin the water-filling

(WF) game, NBS solutions were considered for a simple 2× 2 interference channel.

From their simulation results, the cooperative solution NBS is shown to significantly

outperform the competitive Nash equilibrium.

In non-cooperative games, each user aims to achieve as much utility as possible

regardless of the impact on the other users. The pricing approaches therefore attempt

to mitigate this by assigning a cost, or price, for accessing a resource. This approach

is similar to cooperative approaches in that it attempts to proportionally divide access

to a resource. However, a pricing approach can be more flexible, allowing users to be

assigned different priorities, based on the users’ willingness to pay. In (84), the authors

propose a belief-assisted pricing approach for multiple primary and secondary users to

efficiently share spectrum resources. The belief metrics are proposed to predict other

users’ future possible strategies according to the game histories and assist each user’s

decision making. Moreover, by using the proposed belief function, each user is able to

make the optimal decision for the next bid with only local information. A distributed

algorithm is then developed through the belief-based bidding process that can not only

approach the optimal competitive equilibrium, but also substantially decrease the over-

head of bid information compared to traditional continuous double auction mechanisms.

Moreover, in (130) a power control solution is proposed for wireless data in which pric-

ing of transmit powers was introduced to improve user utilities that reflected the QoS a

wireless terminal received. Moreover, in (131) and according to an explicit set of rules,

primary users (auctioneers) who attempt to sell unused channels to secondary users (bid-

ders), determine resource allocation and prices on the basis of bids from the secondary

users. In addition, multiple sellers and buyers may coexist, which indicates the dou-

ble auction scenario where not only secondary but also primary users need to compete

with each other to make beneficial transactions possible. In (87), the authors propose

a local bargaining approach to achieve distributed conflict-free spectrum assignment

adapted to network topology changes. Two bargaining strategies are proposed: one-

to-one bargaining and one-buyer-multiple-seller. By using the proposed local bargain-

ing, the optimal spectrum assignment does not need to be computed after each topol-

ogy change, significantly decreasing the computation and communication overhead. In

(95), an auction-based spectrum sharing approach is proposed where several secondary

users purchase channels from one primary user or spectrum broker (manager) through

a Vickrey-Clark-Groves (VCG) auction (131) to achieve a social optimal solution. Be-

cause of the required information from the users and the computational burden on the
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manager, two auction mechanisms, SINR and power-based, are proposed to allocate the

received power as a function of bids submitted by the users and the price announced by

the manager. It turns out that the power auction generates more revenues than the SINR

auction, although the difference in revenue collected by the two auctions vanishes as the

number of users increases. In (147), distributed power control algorithms for both sin-

gle channel and multi-channel wireless networks are studied. Therein, users announce

their prices to reflect their sensitivities to current interference levels and then adjust their

power to maximize their surplus. The convergence of these algorithms can be character-

ized in certain cases achieving an optimal power allocation as well as requiring limited

knowledge of channel gains by each user and quick convergence.

2.2.3 Bayesian games

When channel state information is no longer perfect, Bayesian games (135) have been

proposed. In this setting, at least one player does not know the utility function of one

or more of its opponents, hence each player plays the game based on a probabilistic

approach. In (123), the dynamic spectrum access problem is investigated in the interfer-

ence channel setup where each user selfishly maximizes its own rate. The underlying

scenario is that radio devices do not know any of the parameters to play the game (CSI

is not available neither at the transmitter nor the receivers). Rather, it is assumed that all

the channel realizations are drawn from a known probability distribution function. It is

found that under the assumption of incomplete information, a unique Nash equilibrium

exists. In (117), the authors investigate the problem of decentralized DSA for cognitive

radio where an adaptive regret based learning procedure is applied which tracks the

set of correlated equilibria of the game. In (118), the authors deal with decentralized

dynamic spectrum access using the theory of multivariate global games (119) where

cognitive radios obtain noisy measurements of the quality of several logical channels

and need to decide which channel to access. Each CR determines which channel to

access based on its expected throughput and Bayesian estimate of the intention of other

CRs. A simple characterization of the competitive optimal behavior of the system is

obtained as a function of the prior probability distribution of spectrum hole occupancy,

channel quality and observation noise.
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3 Summary of published papers

3.1 General

The contents of the eight original articles can be divided into two categories. The first

part consists of listed papers (Articles I, II, III, IV, V, VI and VII) investigating the

spectrum functionality architecture (Article I) with a system-level performance evalua-

tion of the short-term spectrum assignment (Article II). Inter-operator spectrum sharing

for different service classes is studied in Articles III and IV. Article V studies direct

terminal-to-terminal communication in a cellular network using resource reuse and si-

multaneous communications between mobiles. Articles VI and VII investigate means

of enhancing spectrum sharing by introducing hierarchy.

The second part of the thesis deals with the interference avoidance issue being a key

component for making spectrum sharing a reality. Different power allocation strategies

are investigated for multiple transmit and receive pairs. Moreover, dynamic frequency

reuse for point-to-point communication is studied (Article VIII).

3.2 Spectrum sharing

3.2.1 Advanced spectrum functionalities for future radio
networks

Motivated by the increasing demand for a flexible use of the spectrum, Article I pro-

poses a 4G radio network concept illustrated in Figure 3 covering the full range of

operability scenarios from wide area (WA) over metropolitan area (MA) to local area

(LA). The proposed architecture captures some of the key components provided in the

proposed taxonomy (Figure 2). First, several scenarios are illustrated with envisagable

technical solutions. Second, an advanced spectrum functionality architecture is pro-

posed accounting for the foreseen interactions between the proposed system concept

and other IMT-advanced systems. The proposed architecture is based upon the need

for flexible spectrum use (FSU) and spectrum sharing and coexistence (SSC) capabil-

ities. Within FSU, RANs can negotiate and exchange spectrum resources with one

another (spectrum trading) whereas spectrum enabling technologies allow spectrum
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sharing with other IMT-advanced systems. FSU will lead, on bothfast and slow ba-

sis, to a better utilization of the spectrum through multi-operator solutions, increasing

thereby spectrum availability and utilization. On the other hand, SSC (for instance with

fixed satellite services (FSS)) will enable network’s deployment and lead to a better

spectrum utilization in a multi-system environment. In other words, SSC corresponds

to opportunistic use of spectrum.

Fig 3. Illustration of the interactivity between the spectrum sharing and spectrum

assignment functions ((156) published by permission of SPRINGER).

The concept of vertical sharing is proposed where WINNER system is the primary

system which may assist a secondary system by sharing its primary spectrum resources.

This is done through signaling via its broadcast channel (BCH). In contrast, horizontal

sharing takes place when the involved systems (WINNER and other IMT-Advanced

system) have equal access rights to the spectrum. In this case, the systems might choose

either to coordinate their access to the spectrum in the case of HWC or not to do so in

the case of HWOC.

The spectrum manager is responsible for the overall usage of the spectrum in coex-

istence with other non-WINNER radio access technologies (RATs). It is a policy and

rules maker so that peer-to-peer negotiations between WINNER and non-WINNER

RANs follow the same rules. The peer negotiating entities (VS1, VS2 and HWC) rec-

ognize the spectrum policies and comply with them. Likewise, the WINNER spectrum

manager is a policy and rule maker but only for WINNER RANs.
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Article I also discusses the network architecture in which bothcentralized and dis-

tributed approaches are considered. In the WA and MA deployment case, when WIN-

NER is a primary system willing to share its band with secondary systems, an overall

centralized coordination betweenVS1 and LT assignment is expected. However, when

WINNER is a secondary system sharing the spectrum with FSS,VS2 resorts to a cen-

tralized approach in which a necessary compilation of measurements is performed in a

cell cluster manner. Instead, for LA deployment case, a more autonomous and faster

execution of the local vertical sharingVS1 or HWC takes place where LT spectrum

assignment plays a passive role and a closer interaction is established with local ST

spectrum assignment.

Long term (LT) spectrum assignment is distributed to all radio access networks to

prevent excessive signaling keeping the operation of the RANs independent from each

other and further preventing cumbersome centralized architecture. Peer LT assignment

entities connections are needed and the only central unit over the multiple RANs is the

WINNER spectrum manager.

3.2.2 Performance evaluation of short-term (ST) spectrum
assignment

Performance evaluation of spectral resource management with a main emphasis on

short-term spectrum assignment is presented in Article II. The goal is to efficiently

exchange spectrum resources between different RANs of thesametechnology on a fast

basis, while managing the interference inflicted to neighboring cells. Sharing the spec-

trum on fast basis will be feasible only if efficient communications means are enabled

between BSs. To this end, a protocol proposal is made where different solutions (over-

the-air, through the IP backbone, wired and shared BSs) are presented with their pros

and cons. Finally, the results of ST spectrum assignments are obtained in a system-

level simulator consisting of a cellular topology of 16 cells following WINNER system

concept (21) parameters.

The LT spectrum assignment is based on longer time-scales dealing with average or

expected spectrum resources. In LT assignment these average spectrum resources taken

from traffic demand curves are used to assign spectrum resources at the cell level. How-

ever, the actual (instantaneous) spectrum resources or the spectrum resources demand

varies from the average value depending on the "dynamicity" of spectrum usage in each
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RAN. Therefore, to efficiently allocate these spectrum resources during the ST assign-

ment period, spectrum resources are allocated based on the actual spectrum resources

rather than the average values. The difference between the actual usage of spectrum

resources and the average allocation of spectrum resources results in additional or in-

sufficient usage of resources at each cell resulting in spectrum boundary changes in

both RANs.

The trend of the demand curves are based on average values of real traffic patterns.

The average number of spectrum resources per day is calculated considering the mean

demand over a weekly period. 50% of the data usage and 50% of voice usage are consid-

ered in resource requests. Due to operational limitations, it is assumed that only 80%

of spectrum resources are utilized during the maximum demand, for example during

the busy hour period, from the available 230 frequency chunks. Although the average

number of requested chunks can be drawn from the traffic pattern curve, there is an in-

stantaneous variation in actual requested number of chunks during each ST assignment

during which the actual number of requested chunks is a random number drawn from

a normal distributionN(µ ,σ), whereµ is the average value from the traffic demand

curves for each RAN andσ is the standard deviation.

Furthermore and for each RAN, bothgreedyandgenerouscells are defined depend-

ing on additional or insufficient resources.Na is the number of resources allocated to

each cell during LT assignment andNd is the actual number of resources needed from

the traffic demand curves. WhenNa >Nd, these cells are categorized as generous where

extra resources are available for negotiation, whereas ifNa < Nd these cells are greedy

as they are starving for more resources. During the ST assignment period, only gener-

ous and greedy cells negotiate with each other. Finally, to avoid conflicts between more

than one cell pair entering ST negotiation, the number of cell pairs negotiation isone.

Figure 4 depicts an illustration of the ST spectrum assignment between two RANs in

which cellsc1 andc11 exchange spectrum.
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Fig 4. Short-term spectrum assignment between two RANs where cells c1 and c11

exchange spectrum ((157) published by permission of WILEY).

The resource allocation in each cell is based on Costas arrays (127), (128). During ST

assignment, cells of different RANs with extra spectrum resources can enter negotia-

tions. Prior to that, the impact of interference between RANs needs to be measured

where some chunks allocated to a certain cell can interfere with the allocation of the

same chunk in neighboring cells. Therefore, in order to minimize the interference in

the neighboring cells of negotiating cells, a maximum allowable interference thresh-

old Pthreshold is defined as the maximum allowable interference within ST negotiation

agreed between cells of first tier inRAN1. If a neighboring cell cluster is chosen to calcu-

late the interference inflicted on the other cells of the negotiated network, the probability

of interference of a simultaneous allocated chunkP in a single cell is represented as a

binomial distribution such as:

P=
n!

x!(n−x)!
kx(1−k)n−x: (4)

Where n is the total number of cells,x is the number of cells considered for negoti-

ations, andk is the probability of having a successful spectrum negotiation. Moreover,

for a successful spectrum assignment at the cell level, an interference level constraint

Pthreshold is enforced.

Figure 5 depicts the chunk usage in negotiating cellC1 with a 20% average chunk

usage and different interference thresholds. It is seen that when the number of agreed

cells for negotiationx increases, the percentage of available chunks for negotiation de-

creases. In addition, two cell pair selections are investigated: the first one is based on

cell pair selection with least satisfaction in which the generous cell satisfies the mini-
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mum requirement of the greedy cell whereas the second algorithmis based on cell pair

selection with the most flexibility in allocating chunks. Having more resources than

required allows flexibility in resource allocation for the greedy cell thus avoiding inter-

ference to neighboring cells of the generous cell. Average gain in spectrum resources

versus the average offered load for both algorithms are depicted in Figure 6 along with

the impact of traffic pattern varianceσ . It turns out that the amount of negotiation

chunks or gain in terms of frequency chunks is higher with higher variation indepen-

dent of the cell selection algorithms. Having more bursty traffic demand patterns at

cell level contributes towards positive performance gains in ST assignment. Further-

more, by scheduling extra spectrum chunks gain from ST assignment, the maximum

flexibility algorithm has a greater degree of freedom compared to the least satisfaction

algorithm.
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Fig 5. Probability of interference threshold versus percentage of chunks for nego-

tiation (average chunk usage 20%) ((157) published by permission of WILEY).
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Fig 6. Comparison between the least satisfaction and maximum flexibility algo-

rithms for σ = 0:1×µ and σ = 0:05×µ ((157) published by permission of WILEY).

In addition to ST spectrum assignment gains, round robin (RR) scheduling algorithms

are introduced to further improve the overall system performance. Because users in dif-

ferent areas of the cell experience different interference conditions, different scheduling

rules are introduced for mobile terminals in different areas of the cell: users in the cen-

tral area are scheduled according to RR mechanisms while users in marginal areas are

scheduled according to local interference conditions depending on neighboring cells.

Simulation results show that with the least satisfaction algorithm resources are used

more efficiently yielding more gains, especially for high load. As a result, by using

more efficient scheduling approaches, the spectrum is used more efficiently.
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3.2.3 Inter-operator spectrum sharing for different service
classes

Under the taxonomical category of spectrum sharing and coexistence, Articles III and

IV quantify the achievable performance gains of resource sharing in a cellular network.

Mobile stations belonging to different operators share their resources in two ways: as a

last resortor always best connectedresource sharing scenario. The former deals with

the case when mobile stations are assigned to their home base stations whereas in the

latter case, mobile stations are always connected to thebest(regardless of whether it

is served by home or foreign operator) base stations. For comparison purposes, perfor-

mances are also compared to the case when mobile stations are only assigned to their

home operators (non sharing). Figure 7 depicts an illustration of the sharing algorithms.

In the always best connected case, mobile stationMS1 connects to base stationBS4 from

a different operator. The system operates under a TDMA-based scheduled medium ac-

cess scheme, based on a packet-switched cellular network where both physical layer

and geographical constraints are taken into account. System-level parameters can be

found in Table 1. To provide greater traffic capacity, a sectorized cell layout is used

where at the BS sites, the cell is divided into three sectors.

Table 1. Relevant Physical Layer Parameters.

Parameter Value

Deployment Wide Area

Modulation 16-QAM

Bandwidth 20 MHz

FFT Size 264 + 64 cyc. pref.

No. Data Carriers 192

Noise Figure 9 dB

Super-Frame Duration 10 ms

Number of drops 50

Minimum Allocation Entity TDMA slot

Path-loss model Okumura-Hata

Coding rate 1/2

In a WA network spread over approximately 1:5 km2, operators use non co-located base

stations, even though each will ensure that it has coverage over the entire region. Mo-
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bile stations are randomly distributed in this area, and randomlyassigned to a home

operator from whom they regularly buy service. Finally, the same mobile station distri-

bution and call pattern are used for sharing and non-sharing cases. A standard Poisson

traffic model is used, where the length of calls are drawn from an exponential distribu-

tion. Operators use their slot allocations to schedule data to their mobile stations, which

will request slots from their home or foreign operators. The proposed resource sharing

algorithm takes into account the distance between a mobile station and the other base

stations, as well as the signal strength quality (i.e., SNR). Finally, it is assumed that

interference between mobile stations does not occur and time synchronization is ideal-

ized among operators (i.e., non-overlapping time-slots). This scenario can be envisaged

when operators, willing to share, are synchronized if that provides them more revenues

to handle subscribers from other networks.

If no excess resource exists, the unscheduled packets experience a delay in service

and take priority in the next super-frame. For overloaded systems, delays are on the

order of several super-frames, degrading the QoS. Not all of the data in the base station

buffer will be transmitted, causing service denials or blocked calls.

BS1(HO)
MS1

BS3(FO)

BS4(FO)

d1

d2

d3 d4

BS1(HO)BS1(HO)
MS1

BS3(FO)BS3(FO)

BS2(HO)
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Fig 7. Algorithm illustration: d4 < d2 < d1 < d3. Mobile station MS1 connects to BS4

(foreign operator). If a base station is heavily-loaded ( BS4), therefore MS1 connects

to the next best base station (BS 2), if it has enough resources ((158) published by

permission of IEEE).
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Fig 8. As the number of operators increases, the gains from sharing increases

also. In this figure, 10 base stations serving 200 mobile stations were considered

((158) published by permission of IEEE).

Figure 8 depicts the average total number of frames delayed in the network for one,

two, and three operators. It is clearly seen that the performance improves when the

number of operators increases. Because the mobile stations are served by more oper-

ators, whether on their home operator or not, the probability of a free slot increases,

hence higher sharing gains are seen. With only one operator, the average total of de-

layed frames remain the same, but decrease with increasing the number of operators.

So, it is expected that the more number of operators are available in the network, the

less average delayed frames is obtained. Finally, the always best connected scenario

outperforms the non-sharing andlast resortsharing case.

The effect of spectrum sharing on the QoS of different service classes is also studied.

Table 2 shows the average number of users, data rates and mean call durations, for each

class of service. In this setup, a network consists of 42 base stations belonging to 2

operators to which 3900 mobile stations are assigned. Clearly, sharing affects different

types of service in different ways as seen in Table 3. There are gains between the non-
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sharing case compared to both sharing scenarios. For instance,there is a 81:7% (resp.

89:9%) decrease in delayed frames for photo messaging in the last resort (resp. always

connected) sharing case. For the streaming video class, there is a 68:2% (resp. 77:9%)

decrease in delayed frames in the last resort (resp. always connected) sharing case. For

voice and web service classes (low data rates), the average number of delayed frames is

zero due to their higher priorities. In contrast, with higher data rates, the services start

experiencing delays.

Table 2. Type of Service, Data Rate Demands, Durations and Average No. of Users.

Service Data Rate Mean Duration Average No. of Users

Voice 19.2 Kbps 180 sec 2400

Web 400 Kbps 5 sec 450

Photo Messaging 1 Mbps 15 sec 300

Interactive Video 1 Mbps 600 sec 150

Streaming Video 2 Mbps 30 sec 600

Because tables 3 and 4 show that sharing does not improve the performance of low data

rate services (voice and web), the number of web-users is therefore increased to see

the effect on the quality of service. As a result, non-zero frame delays are noticeable

where sharing has lower delays than non-sharing. Moreover, the effect of mean call du-

ration on average frame delays is investigated in which a gain improvement is obtained

when resources are shared. Furthermore, QoS is also measured in terms of service in-

terruptions, which occur when the mobile buffer empties and users experience a pause

in the data stream. This is modeled by dumping the data at the BS, such that the non-

transmitted information is discarded and never reaches the mobile. A smaller mobile

buffer should give more service interruptions, since less congestion is tolerated. How-

ever, congestion in the downlink buffer caused by a larger mobile buffer can persist for

a longer period of time, before being cleared either by transmission or data dumping.

Thus, an interesting trade-off exists between mobile buffer size and overall network

congestion in which smaller mobile buffers experience more interruptions, but larger

mobile buffers cause more network congestion in our model.

As a consequence, by stretching the system, it is shown that sharing outperforms

non-sharing case for both low and high data rate services. These results serve as a

baseline to advocate resource sharing as a strong paradigm for improving the overall

efficiency of a network.
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Table 3. Average Number of Delayed Frames for Each Class of Service.

Service Class Always Connected Last Resort Non Sharing

Voice 0 0 0

Web 0 0 0

Photo Messaging 38 69 378

Interactive Video 377 525 3182

Streaming Video 3948 5684 17914

Table 4. Average Number of Drops for Each Class of Service.

Service Class Always Connected Last Resort Non Sharing

Voice 0 0 0

Web 0 0 0

Photo Messaging 0.54 1 5

Interactive Video 4 11 61

Streaming Video 66 132 369

3.2.4 Terminal-to-terminal communication

Article V first looks at the integration of relaying and sharing paradigms as a means

of improving the overall efficiency of a network. A network topology is considered

where several base stations serve several mobile stations. Mobile stations are uniformly

distributed within the cell and can directly connect to BSs, or via a relay station (RS).

Moreover, good channel conditions are assumed between RSs and BSs. In the system-

level simulations, two scenarios are compared. First, a base station belonging to a

certain operatorA serves its mobile stations via one of the six available RSs. In the sec-

ond scenario, MSs that cannot be served by their corresponding BSs due to overloaded

relay stations, can use RSs of operatorB. As a result, resource sharing is combined with

the efficient use of relays and the overall efficiency of the network is consequently im-

proved. Furthermore, mobile stations are assumed to belong to several service classes

requiring variable data rates (Table 3). Simulation results show that voice and web

service classes do not experience delays. This is mainly due to their low-data rate re-

quirements and priority in the super-frame. When service classes are more demanding

in terms of data rates, such as interactive and streaming video, average frame delays
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become significant. A significant gain is obtained when relays of an operator are over-
loaded, since mobile stations can be served by relays of a different operator.

Cluster

m1

m2
m5 m6

Fig 9. Cellular networks with T2T communication. Mobile pairs (m1,m2) and (m3,m4)
communicate directly in different clusters, while mobile m5 and m6 communicate
directly to the base station ((160) published by permission of SPRINGER).

m1 → m2

m3 → m4

m5 → BS m6 → BS

m2 → m1

m4 → m3

BS → m5 BS → m6

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3

U
L

D
L

Fig 10. Resource reuse in the uplink and downlink super-frames. Here, mobiles
m1, m2, m3, m4 communicate simultaneously in their respective clusters whereas
mobiles m5 and m6 communicate directly with the base station. n denotes the
time-slot ((160) published by permission of SPRINGER).
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In the second part of Article V, terminal to terminal communicationis proposed in

the context of cellular networks to improve the overall efficiency of a network. This

falls within the umbrella of spectrum assignment in the proposed taxonomy where the

radio resource allocation stays under the control of the operator. T2T communication is

a serious candidate for future radio mobile systems with the benefits of resource reuse

and lower power consumption compared to conventional systems. In this context, two

modifications are proposed to the existing cellular topology. First, mobile pairs com-

municate directly without the need for base stations and, second, simultaneous com-

munications take place in the same time-slot between mobile terminals pairs. Figure

9 depicts an illustration of a network with T2T communication. Therein, mobile pairs

(m1,m2) and(m3,m4) communicate directly in two different clusters whereas mobiles

m5 andm6 communicate directly with the base station as done in conventional cellular

systems. Moreover, the corresponding super-frame structure for resource reuse in the

uplink and downlink of the cellular system is illustrated in Figure 10.

In essence, direct communication between mobile terminals located in the same

cluster is proposed. A frequency division duplex-time division multiple access (FDD-

TDMA) system is used in which each user is allocated one time-slot in uplink and

downlink super-frames. Users communicate directly using lower power than those com-

municating with the base station. As such, directly communicating users generate less

interference for surrounding users. For users communicating directly, sets of geograph-

ically separated users are allowed to communicate simultaneously, provided that they

do not adversely impact each other’s SINR. First, users are clustered into sets separated

by a minimum distancedmin. This essentially guarantees that if each cluster contains a

local call, interference at each cluster is not sufficient to interrupt the call. In addition,

locals calls are assigned from each cluster in a set to the same time-slot, iterating until

all local calls are assigned while remaining calls requiring the base station are scheduled

last.
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Fig 11. Cell-wide throughput gains from the reuse algorithm, shown as a fraction

of the non-shared case. Throughput is calculated as the total data transmitted

between mobiles and their destinations, either the base station or another mobile

terminal ((160) published by permission of SPRINGER).
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fraction of the non-shared case ((160) published by permission of SPRINGER).
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Figure 11 depicts the potential throughput gains plotted againstthe path-loss exponent

in which both the low density (composed of ten clusters of 250 users each) and high

density (composed of thirty clusters) cases are presented. It is seen that throughput gains

increase with the path-loss exponent, which is quite intuitive since a higher path-loss

exponent allows more users in the geographic region to communicate simultaneously,

as their interference drops off more quickly over distance. Additionally, in Figure 12,

the power consumption shown as a function of the path-loss, decreases with increasing

path-loss where more users are able to communicate simultaneously and less power

consumption is needed. Finally, the gains are more pronounced in the high-density case

as more users are placing local calls.

3.2.5 Enhancing spectrum sharing through hierarchy

Article VI deals with the problem of spectrum sharing whereK competitiveoperators

coexist in the same frequency band of widthN. First, the problem is modeled as a

strategicnon-cooperative game where the goal of every operatori ∈ {1, :::,K} is to

choose its own powerpi = (p1
i , :::, p

N
i ) subject to its total power constraint̄Pi :

N

∑
n=1

pn
i ≤ P̄i , n= 1, :::,N, i = 1, :::,K (5)

wherepn
i is the transmitter power of base stationi on carriern. This non-cooperative

sharing scenario can be directly mapped into the open spectrum access umbrella of the

proposed taxonomy.

The non-cooperative game can be completely described as:

ΓNCG, {K,{Pi}i∈K,{Ui}i∈K} where the elements of the game are:

– The player set:K= {1, :::,K},

– The strategy set: {P1, :::,PK}, where the strategy of playeri is:

Pi = {pi : pn
i ≥ 0,∀n,

N

∑
n=1

pn
i ≤ P̄i}, (6)

– The utility or payoff function set:{u1, :::,uK}, where

ui(pi ,p−i) =
N

∑
n=1

log2

(

1+
|hn

i,i |2pn
i

σ2
n +∑K

j=1, j 6=i |hn
j,i |2pn

j

)

= Ri , (7)

wherep−i denotes the power vector of player other than player (i.e., operator)i.
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Since every operatori aimsat selfishly maximizing its own rate, it therefore treats

the power spectral density of other operators as noise. Moreover, the inter-operator

spectrum sharing problem betweenK operator sharingN carriers can be formulated as

follows:

max
p1

i ,:::,p
N
i

Ri = max
p1

i ,,:::,p
N
i

N

∑
n=1

log2

(

1+
|hn

i,i |2pn
i

σ2
n +∑K

j 6=i |hn
j,i |2pn

j

)

s:t:
N

∑
n=1

pn
i ≤ P̄i

pn
i ≥ 0, n= 1, :::,N i = 1, :::,K

(8)

wherehn
ji is the fading channel gain on thenth carrier from transmitteri to receiver j.

In addition, the noise processwn
i is characterized by its received noise power on each

carriern, byσ2
n , assumed to be the same for each sub-channel.

To gain insight on the full characterization of the Nash equilibria region, the case of

2 operators sharing 2 carriers is investigated (gn
i j =

P̄i |hn
i j |2

σ2
n

, c1 =
g1

11
g2

11
andc2 =

g1
22

g2
22

). The

existence and uniqueness of the NE are discussed. The operators were assumed to be

non-cooperative, hence operating at the Nash Equilibrium was their best response in a

selfish context. It is also shown that under certain channel realizations, the spectrum

sharing game is predictable with auniqueNash equilibrium (Figure 13). However, in

other regions and given a set of channel realizations,non-uniqueNash equilibria exist.

In this case, the spectrum sharing game isno longerpredictable.
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Fig 13. Characterization of the Nash equilibria regions given a set of channel

realizations ((161) published by permission of EURASIP).

When primary and secondary operators coexist in the network, the inter-operator spec-

trum sharing problem is studied where the concept of hierarchy is accounted for. This

setting is mapped into the hierarchical spectrum access umbrella of the proposed tax-

onomy. A Stackelberg gameΓSG, [K,{Pi}i∈K,{Ui}i∈K] is proposed to model the

spectrum sharing problem whereK is the finite set of players,Pi is the set of strate-

gies associated with playeri andUi is the utility function set. Furthermore, in the 2

operators case, operator 1 is the primary and operator 2 the secondary operator. Hence,

operator 1 poses as the leader and operator 2 as a follower in the Stackelberg game. Us-

ing backward induction and given the best response of operator 2, the rate maximization

problem of operator 1 (i.e., the leader) can be written as:

max
p1

1,:::,p
N
1

N

∑
n=1

log2






1+

|hn
11|2pn

1

σ2
n + |hn

21|2
(

1
µ2

− σ2
n+|hn

12|2pn
1)

|hn
22|2

)+






(9)

N

∑
n=1

pn
1 ≤ P̄1

pn
1 ≥ 0 n= 1, :::,N
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The solution of (9) is the Stackelberg equilibrium of the hierarchical gameΓSG in

the 2 operators and 2 carriers case, whose solutions are detailed in Article VI.

The inter-operator spectrum sharing in the context of two operators can be extended

to the more general case withK operators sharing the same spectrum. The problem is

formulated in the same way, where the leader’s optimization problem is written as:

max
p1

1,:::,p
N
1

∑N
n=1 log2

(

1+
|hn

11|2pn
1

σ2
n+∑K

j 6=1 |hn
j1|2pn

j

)

(10)

∑N
n=1 pn

1 ≤ P̄1

pn
1 ≥ 0, n= 1, :::,N

andpn
j depends onpn

1.

Solving (10) becomes more involved in the general case in which the utility function

of the primary operator is non-convex (pn
j depends onpn

1). Nevertheless, there exist sub-

optimal and low-complexity methods to solve the problem. To this end and motivated

by the work of (36), we use lagrangian duality theory wherein theduality gap(37)

provides a tool for solving the non-convex optimization problem.

The lagrangian of (10) is given by:

g(λ ) = max
p1

1,:::,p
N
1

L(p1
1, :::, p

N
1 ,λ )

= max
p1

1,:::,p
N
1

N

∑
n=1

log2

(

1+
|hn

11|2pn
1

σ2
n +∑K

j 6=1 |hn
j1|2pn

j

)

+λ

(

P̄1−
N

∑
n=1

pn
1

)

, (11)

whereλ is the Lagrangian dual variable associated with the power constraint.

Consequently, solving the Stackelberg problem is done by locally optimizing the

lagrangian function (11) via coordinate descent (37). For each fixed set ofλ , we find the

optimal p1
1 while keepingp2

1, :::, p
N
1 fixed, then find the optimalp2

1 keeping the otherpn
1

(n 6= 2) fixed and so on. Such process is guaranteed to converge because each iteration

strictly increases the objective function. Finally,λ is found using the subgradient (36)

method. This is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Numerical results are provided to validate the theoretical claims. In the setting of

2 operators and 2 carriers,̄P1 = P̄2 = P̄= 1, SNR= P̄
σ2 and the channel fading realiza-

tions are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh distributed. Figure 14

depicts the average achievable rate of both operators for the Stackelberg approach. A

comparison is also provided with the centralized strategy to quantify the performance

loss from the optimal solution.
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Algorithm 1.

initialize λ , P̄1, P̄2, ..., P̄K

repeat

for n = 1,...,N

setpn
1 = argmaxp1

1,:::,p
N
1

∑N
n=1 log2

(

1+
|hn

11|2pn
1

σ2
n+∑K

j 6=1 |hn
j1|2pn

j (p
n
1)

)

+

λ
(

P̄1−∑N
n=1 pn

1

)

by keepingp1
1, ::, p

n−1
1 , pn+1

1 , pN
1 fixed.

end

until (p1
1, :::, p

N
1 ) converges

updateλ using subgradient (36) method until it converges.
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Fig 14. Average achievable rate for both users versus the signal-to-noise ratio

for the centralized and Stackelberg approach. Moreover, the best and worst Nash

equilibria for the non-cooperative game are illustrated ((161) published by permis-

sion of EURASIP).
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The best and worst N.E are also depicted where the former refersto the equilibrium

maximizing the sum-rate of both operators whereas the latter minimizes it. Note that the

worst Nash equilibrium acts like a lower-bound for the Nash equilibrium. Furthermore,

the Stackelberg approach is closer to the centralized approach as compared to the selfish

case. This is due to the fact that in the Stackelberg approach, which maps to the vertical

sharing case in the proposed taxonomy, operators take into account other operators’

strategies whereas in the selfish case, operators behave carelessly by using water-filling.

In the case of multiple operators sharing the spectrum, Figure 15 depicts the cumula-

tive distribution function of the ratio between the achievable rates of the hierarchical and

non-cooperative approaches.K = 4 operators are assumed, 3 of which are secondary

and 1 primary wireless operators sharing the spectrum composed ofN = 5 carriers. As

can be seen, the primary operator (operator 1) always improves his achievable rate com-

pared to the selfish approach. The cumulative distribution function of the secondary

operators also provides insight on their achievable rates.
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the hierarchical (Stackelberg) and non-cooperative (selfish) approaches RSE
i

RNE
i

for

operator i, i = 1,2,3,4 ((161) published by permission of EURASIP).

Finally, in Article VII and due to the inefficiency and static nature of both non-cooperative

and Stackelberg games to achieve all boundary points of the achievable rate region,

the inter-operator spectrum sharing problem is modeled as a dynamic game using re-

peated games (14) (falls within the horizontal sharing with coordination umbrella in

the proposed taxonomy). Within this setting, players interact over a longer period of

time by playing theone-shotstatic game multiple times and learning from each other’s

strategies. Additionally, players are forced to cooperate under the risk of punishment.

Infinitely repeated games are considered in which a utility function for the repeated

gameΓRG is first defined, then the punishment mechanism is explained after which a

perfectequilibrium strategy is given which guarantees the players to achieve any Pareto-

optimal solution.
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The expected utility function of playeri for the discounted repeated game is defined

as:

∀i ∈ K, Ri =
∞

∑
t=1

λ (1−λ )t−1Ri [p
t ] (12)

whereRi [pt ] is the payoff of playeri at timet for the joint power vectorpt = (pt
i )i∈K

andλ is the uncertainty parameter.

Denote p
¯

s
i
the power vector of playeri at stagesand p

¯
s= (p

¯
s
i
)i∈K the power vector of

all players at stages. The history of the game until staget is ht = (p
¯

1, · · · ,p
¯

s· · · ,p
¯
t−1).

A strategy of playeri for the repeated game is a functionσi = (σ t
i )t≥1 such thatσ t

i :

ht 7→ P
¯i . Moreover, the expected payoff of playeri given a joint strategyσ = (σi)i∈K

for the discounted repeated game is:Ri(σ) = Eσ ∑∞
t=1 λ (1−λ )t−1Ri [pt ].

Definition 4 σ is a perfect equilibrium strategy if it is an equilibrium strategy:∀i, ∀σ ′
i ,

Ri(σ)≥ Ri(σ ′
i ,σ−i) and after every possible historyσ is still an equilibrium strategy.

Players are assumed to have perfect recall, full knowledge of the channel gains as

well as perfect monitoring. Moreover, the channels gains are assumed constant during

the game. The main idea is that if players do not cooperate with each other, the other

players go back to the N.E strategy of the one-shot game. However, as long as players

follow a set of predefined rules, cooperation will be sustained.

Let R̃i and p̃i represent the utility and power of playeri at the social optimal point,

R∗
i andp∗i the utility and power of playeri at the Nash Equilibrium,̄Ri and p̄i the utility

and power of playeri if everyone maximizes the utility of playeri.

Definition 5 The strategyσ = (σi)i∈K is defined such that:

σi =

{

p̃i as long as player j6= i plays p̃ j

p∗i forever if someone deviates

Theorem 1 If the condition over the stopping probability:

λ ≤ R̃i −R∗
i

R̄i −R∗
i

is satisfied, the strategyσ is an optimal perfect equilibrium strategy for the discounted

repeated game.
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Theorem 1 ensures that players cooperate by using Pareto transmitstrategies ˜p as

long as other players cooperate. If any player deviates, a punishment mechanism will

be automatically triggered where players will choose the one-shot Nash equilibrium

power. Because this punishment yields lower payoffs, it is in each players’s interest to

cooperate. If at one stage a player does not intend to cooperate, then the best strategy

for all the other players is to play the Nash equilibrium equilibrium forever.

3.3 Interference avoidance

3.3.1 Uniform power control

Article VIII examines the problem of interference avoidance for point-to-point commu-

nication in self-organized networks, which is considered as a key component of spec-

trum sharing where different transmitter-receiver pairs share the same frequency band.

A direct application of the considered setting lies in the open spectrum access bracket of

the taxonomy. Given that these networks are self-configured, without any dependence

on a central controller, they offer high flexibility of deployment and maintenance. An

information theoreticframework is considered to determine the optimum transmission

power enabling reliable communication between neighboring nodes at a certain user re-

quested rate where the ergodic capacity is used as a criterion for information-theoretic

analysis. Moreover, realistic channel models taking into account path-loss and fading

are considered.

A two-dimensional network with average density of usersd and radiusR (R→
∞) is considered where users are randomly distributed so the network containsN =

πR2d mobiles. The received signaly j at a mobilej of the communication pair(i, j) is

expressed as:

y j =
h ji

rα=2
ji

√
Pisi +∑

k6=i

h jk

rα=2
jk

√

Pksk+n ji (13)

In whichsi is the useful signal, transmitted with powerPi to mobile j by mobilei, and

affected by path-loss1

rα=2
ji

(wherer ji is the distance between mobilesi and j, andα is

the path-loss exponent usually between 2 and 6).h ji is the fading component andn ji

is the additive white Gaussian noise. Signals sent by users are encoded in a Gaussian

codebook and all channel coefficientshlm and noisenlm are supposed to be independent

Gaussian variables, with zero mean and variance 1 andN0, respectively.
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Different power allocation strategies are investigated for point-to-pointcommunica-

tion. First, in the uniform power analysis scenario, the optimal power allocation is com-

puted assuming that each transmitter only knows the statistics of its channel (i.e., each

communication pair (i, j) knows the distribution ofr ji , and the variancesζi j = ζ and

N0). Given the random nature of the channel, the ergodic capacity can be approached

using an appropriate coding scheme expressed as:

C(i, j) = Eh,r



log2



1+
P
∣

∣hi j
∣

∣

2
r−α
i j

P∑k6=i

∣

∣h jk
∣

∣

2
r−α

jk +N0







 (14)

In order to ensure thatC(i, j) > C for all users, an estimate of the interference sum

is computed as:∑k6=i

∣

∣h jk
∣

∣

2
r−α

jk which runs over all transmitting nodes except nodei.

As the number of interferers tends to infinity, asymptotic results are used where the in-

terference sum is approximated by its expectation∑k6=i E[
∣

∣h jk
∣

∣

2∗ r−α
jk ] = ∑k6=i E

∣

∣h jk
∣

∣

2∗
E[r−α

jk ] = ∑k6=i Er

[

r−α
jk

]

since the random variablesr and h are independent and

Ehi j

[

∣

∣h jk
∣

∣

2
]

= 1 for all k.

The interference term is therefore written as:

I = ∑
k6=i

Er

[

r−α
jk

]

=
1
2

∫ +∞

0

2u1−α

ρ2

(

1−e
− u2

ρ2

)

du: (15)
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Fig 16. Interference case, Uniform power allocation, α = 3 ((163) published by

permission of IEEE).

Using this result, the transmission power corresponding to the requested rateC can be

deduced thanks to the equation:

Eh,r

[

log2

(

1+
P|h|2 r−α

PI+N0

)]

=C: (16)

In this case, the ergodic capacity is an increasing function ofP with a horizontal asymp-

tote for some capacityC0, given by:

C0 = Eh,r

[

log2

(

1+
|h|2 r−α

I

)]

: (17)

Figure 16 shows the ergodic capacity as a function of the transmission power. All capac-

ity requirements strictly belowC0 can be met. However, if mobiles try to meet capacity

requirements aboveC0, they will increase their power without bound, without reaching

those requirements. Hence, since not all the values can be met, a communication range

needs to be defined where any rateC can be satisfied introducing thereby the concept

of close-talker.
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Fig 17. Same Power, Maximum Distance a= 1, α = 3 ((163) published by permission

of IEEE).

3.3.2 Close talker

When mobiles can estimate whether the closest mobile to them is within a distancea, a

communication pair forms between two mobiles only if their distance is smaller thana.

According to (42) and (43), the optimal strategy is to confine to nearest neighbor com-

munication and maximize the number of simultaneous transmissions, through spatial

reuse. Under this setting, the interference term becomes:

I =

(

1−e
− a2

ρ2

)

∫ +∞

0

u1−α

ρ2

(

1−e
− u2

ρ2

)

du: (18)
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Fig 18. Same Power, maximum distance a, α = 3 ((163) published by permission of

IEEE).

The transmission power is deduced corresponding to the requested rateC thanks to

equation(17).

Moreover, for a givenC, the optimum communication rangea is given by:

∫ a

0
Eh

[

log2

(

1+
P|h|2 r−α

PI+N0

)]

dr =C: (19)

In Figure 17, the ergodic capacity is plotted fora= 1. The shape of the curve is the same

as in the general case above, but the capacity obtained with a given power is higher. This

is due to the fact that the capacity is higher within the communication rangea. There is

also a maximum capacityCa
0, that depends on the value ofa as shown in Figure 18. As

a decreases, the maximum attainable capacityCa
0 given by (17) increases. Even though

any rate can be satisfied, a delay is incurred by this scheme depending on the mobility

pattern. This paradigm has also been reported in (64).
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3.3.3 Opportunistic approach

Article VIII deals with the opportunistic approach where different communication pairs

use different transmission powers, according to their channel’s realizations within the

close-talker scenario. Inspired by the power adaptation described in (133), the power

P(t) is allowed to vary witht = |h|2 following a Rayleigh distribution. Thus, a time

water-filling is obtained where the average power will be:

P̄=
∫ a

0

∫ +∞

0
P(t, r)e−t f a

1 (r)dtdr: (20)

Given an average power constraintP̄, the capacity of the pair (i, j) is given by:

C(i, j) = max
P̄

Eh,r

[

log2

(

1+
Pi j
∣

∣hi j
∣

∣

2
r−α
i j

P̄I+N0

)]

(21)

where the interfering term is given by:

I =

(

1−e
− a2

ρ2

)

∫ +∞

0

u1−α

ρ2

(

1−e
− u2

ρ2

)

du:

Note that the average power defined in (20) uses water-filling on a channel that is inde-

pendent of the channelh jk wherek 6= i. The power adaptation which maximizes (21)

is:

P(t, r)
P̄I+N0

=







1
t0
− 1

tr−α if t ≥ t0rα

0 if t < t0rα

for some “cutoff” valuet0 that satisfies:

∫ a

0

∫ +∞

t0rα
(

1
t0
− 1

t:r−α )e−t f a
1 (r)dtdr=

P̄
P̄I+N0

: (22)

It is worth mentioning that in contrast to (133), this water-filling approach takes the

path-lossα and interference into account. These parameters are necessary in order to

compute the cutoff valuet0. Finally, the capacity is given by:

C(i, j) =
∫ a

0

∫ +∞

t0:rα
log2

(

1+

(

t
t0
− rα

)

r−α
)

e−t f a
1 (r)dtdr: (23)

Figure 19 shows a comparison between the ergodic capacity for both the oppor-

tunistic and non-opportunistic approach. In particular, focus is made on the close-talker

approach where nodes communicate within a distancea. Clearly, the capacity is higher
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(46% increase) in the opportunistic approach where mobile terminals have knowledge

of their channels.
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Fig 19. Comparison of the ergodic capacity for the opportunistic case (with close-

talker) versus the close-talker approach, for a = 1 and α = 3 ((163) published by

permission of IEEE).

3.3.4 With dynamic frequency reuse

At last, the impact of frequency reuse on the ergodic capacity of point-to-point commu-

nication is investigated. One frequency band is assumedB= fru ×W of width W and

frequency reusefru. R is the radius of the considered area. Equation (15) is rewritten

as:

I = ∑k6=i Er

[

r−α
jk

]

= ∑R
k=1

∫ a( fruk− fru+1)
a fru(k−1)

u1−α

ρ2

(

1−e
− u2

ρ2

)

du

(24)
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The capacity is defined as:

C=
B
fru

×Eh,r

[

log2

(

1+
P|h|2 r−α

PI+N0

)]

: (25)
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Fig 20. The impact of the frequency reuse on the ergodic capacity, for frequency

reuse 1, 2, 3 and 4 ((163) published by permission of IEEE).

Figure 20 depicts the impact of frequency reuse on the ergodic capacity. Frequency

reuseone yields a higher capacity (around 75% increase) with respect to frequency

reuse 2 and the capacity decreases with increasing frequency reuse.
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4 Conclusions and future work

Thepresent dissertation deals with the problem of spectrum sharing, which is examined

from different perspectives. A taxonomy is proposed serving as a map for the discussed

papers, which collectively address the spectrum sharing problem. Firstly, an exten-

sive review of the literature of spectrum sharing techniques was carried out. Drawing

on the existing literature, a radio resource management architecture was investigated

in Chapter 3 followed by a performance evaluation of the short-term spectrum assign-

ment which was proposed to cope with the "dynamicity" of the spectrum. System-level

simulation results capturing resource sharing between radio access networks taking in-

terference into account have shown that the spectrum efficiency can be improved. The

effect of scheduling was also addressed showing substantial gains. Secondly, the issue

of inter-operator spectrum sharing was studied in which different sharing algorithms

were compared to the non-sharing case and the impact of spectrum sharing on differ-

ent service classes was examined. It was shown that sharing improves both low and

high data rates services. Another way to improve the efficiency of a cellular network

is through direct terminal-to-terminal communication advocating resource reuse and si-

multaneous communications. Better throughput gains and lower power consumptions

were obtained compared to conventional networks. Interference avoidance mechanisms

were also investigated for point to point communication, in which different power allo-

cation strategies were examined in addition to the impact of frequency reuse on the er-

godic capacity of the network. It was shown that a trade-off exists where nodes achieve

their target rates at the expense of a delay due to the mobility of the nodes. The effect of

clustering was also shown to improve the ergodic capacity. Finally, dynamic frequency

reuse was examined for point-to-point communication in a self-organized network. Fre-

quency reuse one was shown to yield a capacity increase of about 75% with respect to

frequency reuse 2 and the capacity decreases with increasing frequency reuse.

Furthermore, the inter-operator spectrum sharing was studied from a game theoret-

ical perspective by first modeling it as a strategic non-cooperative game. Using the

concept of hierarchy, the same sharing game was modeled as a Stackelberg game where

it was shown that operators are better off by adopting the hierarchical approach com-

pared to the non-cooperative and selfish approach. Therefore, the hierarchical approach

is shown to bridge the gap between the non-cooperative and cooperative (centralized)
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approach. Finally, the inter-operator spectrum sharing gameis modeled as a repeated

game in an effort to attain Pareto-boundary points. A condition was provided forcing

players not to deviate, thereby sustaining cooperation.

While the problem of spectrum sharing has been tackled from different perspectives

in this thesis, there are still some open problems. With the introduction of femtocell net-

works as underlay and overlay to already deployed networks, efficient spectrum sharing

is at high stake. In this respect, the hierarchical approach can be readily applied. This

thesis deals also with the study of the different equilibria of the spectrum sharing game.

An interesting work would be to devise decentralized algorithms to reach those equi-

libria, which is hard in general. Finally, in this thesis, a static model was assumed, in

which the communicating pairs and the channel conditions are fixed. An interesting

future direction is to consider dynamic environments, in which the network topology

and channels change with time.
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